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Dreams are Klaus Vollmar’s
Vo
life. The psychollogist, lecture
er and dream
m analyst hass penned an
impressiive number of
o books in German
G
on drreams, as we
ell as the Litttle Giant Enccyclopedia: Dream
D
Symbolss in English. He now lives
s in Norfolk, E
England, wh
here he frequ
uently holds ddream courses and
worksho
ops. He trave
els to Berlin regularly
r
to h
hold classes for
f the curiou
us – neophyttes and spec
cialists
alike.

How
w did you bec
ested in drea
ams?
come intere
Forty yea
ars ago, on an
a expedition
n into the Sa
ahara desert, I caught a bug
b and becaame quite se
eriously
ill. I was taken to a doctor. He wa
anted to know
w if he should treat me in
n the conventtional way orr the
al way. My girlfriend
g
answ
wered for me
e, because I was… really
y not okay. S
She said, “traditional
traditiona
is much better!”
So the doctor placed
d me in a tub and he gave
e me someth
hing to smoke. I didn’t as k him what itt was,
but … m
man, it was grreat! I was drreaming the whole day lo
ong! In the ev
venings, he w
would come around
and I’d te
ell him what I dreamt. Aftter a fortnigh
ht, I was perfe
ectly alright. I had alwayss been intere
ested in
symbols – in literaturre in particula
ar. But that e
experience made
m
me thin
nk: well, dreaams are interresting!
Where
e do dreams
s come from
m? What are
e they?
Dreams get their ene
ergy from pro
oblems – and
d everybody has problem
ms. It’s the peeople who th
hink they
don’t wh
ho have the biggest
b
ones – ha! Dream
ms produce what
w
you don
n’t see in youur conscious life.
Sometim
mes a dream is a model of
o what you sshould try. Otther times, it shows you w
what you do too
much. R
Recurring dreams mean you
y are repea
ating the sam
me problem, again and aggain. They te
ell us,
“Hey! Lo
ook at this an
nd change yo
ourself – now
w!”
Are they
y all about s
sex, as Freu
ud once suggested?
Today’s problems arre not the sam
me as in 189
99 when Freu
ud wrote his The Interpreetation of Dre
eams.
h fulfillment” theory was really
r
a prod uct of the ze
eitgeist; back then, sex waas a big prob
blem.
His “wish
Nowadays, you can have that wh
henever, how
wever you wa
ant. Today, relationships
r
are much more
m
of a
problem.
Are drea
ams a huma
an attribute?
? Do animals
s dream?
All mammals have dreams. And birds as welll. For cats an
nd dogs, their dreams aree training pro
ograms,
like ‘how
w to catch the
e mouse’ and
d ‘how to gett the bone.’ There’s
T
an ev
volutionary eexplanation fo
or this. In
mammals, the brain has to be sm
mall – otherw
wise it’d be to
oo big of a problem givingg birth. It’s lik
ke with
compute
er technologyy: hardware and
a software
e. The dream
m is the softw
ware that makkes this [taps
s his
head] sm
mall hardware so very efffective.
So you an
nalyze huma
an dreams: how do you
u proceed?
Actually,, it’s not reallly that differe
ent to read a novel or to read
r
a dream
m. My approaach to dream
ms is
linguisticc. The style of
o the dream is the first th
hing I note. Some
S
dreams
s are long-wiinded epics. Some
are like ssoaps. Otherrs, like… wes
sterns. Or Krrimis. Or softt- or hardcore porn… whaatever. Then
n, I look
at the ba
asic symbols.
But aren’t
a
dream
ms singular?
? Do we all dream
d
about the same sstuff?

People often think: “This is my dream, my personal dream.” But when you listen to a lot of dreams,
you’re usually able to say, “Aha – I’ve heard this one before.” We all confront similar problems in our
society and therefore, dreams are quite similar as well. Giant waves, for example – that’s a classic
dream of someone who is too dependent on their emotions. Drowning too. Water is one of the Jungian
archetypes – it always has to do with feelings.
Do you always eventually understand your patient’s dreams?
It takes a lot of dialogue really – especially because symbols are so complex. Probably for reasons of
velocity and capacity, our brains store contradicting meanings in the same place. This is why
quicksand can be a symbol for both too much grounding and a lack of grounding. Likewise, fighting in
a dream could tell you that you fight too much or that you need to fight more.
In the end, you need to ask the person which of the interpretations is right. And usually they will know.
When a dream is utterly beyond comprehension, that’s usually a sign that the person is severely
neurotic – psychotic, even. These people live so much in their own world that it’s hermetic – the
analyst can’t get in.
How much do we dream? Do some people dream more than others?
No. The number of dreams is the same for everyone. Well, of course it depends on your definition of a
dream though. If you define it as a state of consciousness where the subconscious is more influential
than the conscious, then we actually are dreaming every third minute. That is, we are not in the here
and now – we fantasize. That can be very productive, but it’s very brief.
In sleep it’s longer. During sleep we dream every 90 minutes. The first dream is the shortest and the
last is the longest – no matter how long you sleep. On average, here in Central Europe, people sleep
7.5 hours.
Do we dream less as we grow older?
For people 65 onwards, the deep sleep phases are quite rare. Older than that – 75, roughly – you
pretty much lose REM as well. You seldom dream. By 90, it stops altogether. The theory about this is
that dreaming is important for learning, and after 75… well, you’ve learned already.
So, are babies compulsive dreamers?
Babies – they dream half of the day! Their brain has to learn basic differentiations, like subject versus
object. For example, Anna Freud tells us that a baby sees the mother’s breast as a part of itself. And a
baby’s dreams condition the brain to make important conceptions automatic – like “Hot hurts!” or “If I
cry, I get the breast.” These are things they need to learn, and that is all done during the REM phase.
It’s like in a computer: there is a lot of information, but they have to figure out how to organize it. It’s
like defragmenting the brain’s hard drive. You delete, during the dream period, all these… failed
actions.
Kids have more nightmares…
Yes, they typically dream of monsters. That’s always the parents! The idea is quite simple: the child
loves his parents – but, at the same time, they are the oppressors, the people who say, “No. You’re
not allowed.” But you are not allowed to be aggressive against the person you love. At least not
consciously. So, children create this monster. Another classic dream for children is that the parents
are dying or have died. This is an even higher level of aggression.
Care to share a dream?
I can still remember one of the earliest dreams of my life. (Jung says those are very important to
remember.) In the dream, I’m falling endlessly into the universe. First, I see stars. Then the stars turn

into killer bees that attack me! In the end, the bees turn into mattresses that whirl around me as I fall
and fall.
How can people better remember their dreams?
Actually, it’s not that hard. First of all, you have to want it. Secondly, it has to do with your behavior:
how you wake up. Most people, if they wake up and they do not immediately jump out of bed, but
instead take one or two minutes to think, “what am I feeling right now?” – that’s enough for them to
remember their dream, or at least a part.
The ‘hypnagogic state’ [think: snoozing between alarms] is also useful because you are not 100
percent in the dream state any longer – more like half and half. This means you can think about a
problem and let your dream play around with it.
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